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Abstract— In this research paper we discover two different
schemes of error detection and correction which are based on
parity-check code for optimal error detection and correction
utilizing check bits without degrading the data rate too much.
The scheme of the first method is obtained by arranging data in
rows, to form a square, and then parity bits are added. The
second scheme builds upon the first, by forming a square cube
and the parity scheme is extended to this shape.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

For transmission purposes, all signals consist of digital
packets. To protect against data corruption, extra bits are
added for error detection and correction. Corruption of data
can occur due to the degradation of the signal due to noise or
other impairments during transmission of signal from
transmitter to receiver. Error detection [1] involves additional
bits added to data at the transmitter end and sent as part of the
packet. On reception, if the error scheme detects the data
received is incorrect, then the receiver asks the transmitter to
retransmit the data. In error correction, not only does the
receiver detect the error, but is also able to recover correct data
depending on the level of error correction implemented, i.e.
the number of bits incorrect from which the error correction
scheme is able to recover the correct data. The greater the
level of error correction, the more bits required to be added to
the data. There are two types of codes, the non-systematic and
the systematic. A non-systematic code is one which
accomplishes multiple error detection and correction through
construction of a directory or catalog of word entries.

If it is even, it considers the signal to be correct. If an even
number of bits have been flipped during transmission, i.e. an
even number of bits are incorrect on reception, this scheme
does not detect an error.
The above method is called Simple parity check code,
there are some methods which are based on simple parity
check code known as Two-dimensional parity-check code, Ndimensional parity check code, three-dimensional paritycheck code(S-codes families)[4] ,Multi-dimensional paritycheck code theory[5], and Three and Four-dimensional Paritycheck codes[6]. In Two-dimensional parity-check code,
codewords are arranged separate rows to form a rectangle.
Then, parity checking is also done for each column of the
rectangle.
Four-dimensional parity-check code improves on Twodimensional parity-check code by adding parity bits for the
diagonal lines, as shown in figure 1, of the square or rectangle.
For more information please refer to [6].
We studied four-dimensional and S-code and found that
both are the same in the number of errors detected and
corrected, but S-code’s parity bits are more reliable and it has
a better code transmission rate due to S-bits. We also
discovered that S-code is more suited to a square shape, as this
gives this scheme more reliability in the parity bits and makes
it less complex.

The first systematic error correction code was invented by
W. Hamming [2]. There are many error correction schemes.
One of the schemes involves dividing the data into blocks of k
bits, called datawords, and adding r redundant bits. The
resultant n bit blocks (consisting of k + r bits each) are called
codewords [3]. The method considered here consists of adding
a single bit, known as a parity bit, to make either the number
of 0’s even or the number of 1’s even (we consider making the
number of 1’s even in this article).
This scheme detects only an odd number of error bits. On
reception, this scheme counts the number of 1’s in the block.

Figure 1, Four dimensional parity check code[6].
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II. PROPOSED WORK
In this publication we improve on 4-dimensional paritycheck code, which was published on 2004 which is final
related work . We discovered two methods of improvements:
Case 1: Two-dimensional and Two-diagonal parity-check
codes.
Case 2: Five-dimensional parity-check code.
A. Case 1: Two-dimensional and Two-diagonal parity-check
code:
In this scheme, we add parity bits for the diagonals of the
square to have the same bit rate of 4-dimensional parity-check
code. This method involves five sequential steps, as follows:


First Step: The top parity row is constructed as follows
(see figure 2). Each parity bit in the top row is a parity
bit for a fixed number of bits, the count of which is
decided by the main diagonal. The diagonals being
considered to construct the top parity row are those
oriented from the top left to the bottom right. The main
diagonal is taken from the top left corner to the bottom
right corner (shown as a line in black in figure 2, with
its parity bit also shown as black). Subsequent parity
bits consist of two portions. The first portion consists
of the diagonal below the parity bit, and the second
portion consists of furthest diagonal below the main
diagonal not used yet, e.g. the second parity bit is
shown in yellow and its two portions are also shown as
yellow lines in figure 2. Similarly each parity bit is
shown in a different colour and its two portions are
shown in the same colour in figure 2.



Fourth Step: The parity bits for the bottom row of
parity bits are formed by taking each bit as the parity
bit for its column of bits.



Fifth Step: Four bits are coloured red and inside red
squares in figure 3. We use these bits as parity bits for
others parity bits formed in steps one to four. The top
right corner bit is the parity bit for the top row of parity
bits. The bottom left corner bit is the parity bit for the
left column of parity bits .The bottom right corner bit is
the parity bit for the bottom row of bits, including the
corner bit obtained in the previous calculation .The top
left corner bit is the parity bit for the right column of
parity bits, including the top right corner and bottom
right corner bits. This scheme enables detection and
correction of all errors in top parity row and left parity
column. It detects odd number of errors in bottom
parity row and right parity column. It also detects
errors in the first three parity bit corners in red. The last
calculated corner red bit (top left corner) has no parity
bit associated with it and is critical in our error
detection and correction scheme. One solution involves
transmitting this top left corner parity bit thrice to
ensure that there is no error in receiving it during
transmission.

Figure.3: Two-dimensional and Two-diagonal parity-check code.

This scheme can detect 7 errors with 100% insurance (i.e.
even if there is an error in parity bits). If there are 8 errors on
vertices of a regular octagon, then the errors go undetected (as
shown in figure 4). This scheme also corrects up to 4 errors.
This error correction can also be improved upon by using the
trial and error method of [7].
Figure 2, Top parity row.



Second Step: The parity bits for the left column of
parity bits are formed using the same method as step
one, but consist of diagonals formed from bottom left
to top right (as shown in figure 3).



Third Step: The parity bits for the right column of
parity bits are formed by taking each bit as the parity
bit for its row of bits.
Figure 4, Undetectable 8-bit error pattern.
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B. Case 2: Five-dimensional parit- check code
In this scheme a cube of data bits are formed. Then parity
bits are present on five sides of the cube utilizing the
following steps:






First Step: The cube of data bits is divided into planes
of squares. For each square, parity bits are formed
using the scheme of Two-dimensional and Twodiagonal parity-check code.
Second Step: In first step we obtained parity bit planes
for four sides of the data cube. The fifth plane of parity
bits is obtained as follows. We consider the forward
facing face of cube (the only other remaining face is
the back face), as seen in Figure 5. Each bit in this
parity plane is calculated as the parity bit for the depth
bits, except for the left column and top row. The left
column parity bits are obtained by considering each bit
the parity bit for its row in the parity plane. Similarly,
each parity bit in the top row is obtained by
considering it the parity bit of its column in the parity
plane.
Third Step: The common bit for the left column and
top row is named as the share bit here. The share bit is
got by taking the parity of its row, column and depth.

In this scheme, errors will go undetected if the errors form
the shape of a regular octagonal prism (shown in figure 6).
The probability of this happening is quiet low.
III.

ANALYSIS

The advantage of proposed schemes can be demonstrated
through overhead and code rate calculation.
A. Case1 overhead and code rate:
In case 1, the scheme uses data formed into a square, say of
side of length L. Then:
Number of information bits= L2
Number of parity check codes=L+L+L+L+4=4L+4
Total number of bits ( information bits +parity bits)
=L2+4L+4
Overhead =

4L+4
No. of parity bits
=
L2
No. of information bits

Code Rate =

L2

No. of information bits
=
Total number of bits

L2+4L+4

If we compare four-dimensional parity-check code of [6]
with case 1, we find that both have the same overhead and
code rate, but our scheme makes a notable improvement in
error detection and correction on information bits as well as
parity bits.
B. Case2 overhead and code rate
This scheme uses a cube of data bits, say of side L. Then:
Number of information bits= L*L*L=L3

Number of parity bits=(L+L+L+L)*L+4L+(L+1)*(L+1)
.
=4L2+4L+L2+1+2L=5L2+6L+1
Total number of bits (information bits +parity bits)
= L3+5L2+6L+1
Figure 5, Five-dimensional parity-check code.

No. of parity bits
Overhead =

Code Rate =

=

No. of information bits
No. of information bits
=
Total number of bits

5L2+6L+1
L3
L3
3

L +5L2+6L+1

Overhead and code rate is worse than previous methods,
but error detection and correction is better.
Figure 6,Undetecteble 16-bit error pattern.

C. Diagram of both cases
. In Figure 7, the vertical axis shows code rate and
horizontal axis shows number of information bits. we replaced
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L with some numbers to give comparisons. In figure 7, red
indicates Two-dimensional parity-check code, blue indicates
Four-dimensional parity-check code, green shows case 1, and
violet shows case 2. We have shown case 2 separately, since it
is not possible to compare its bit rates with others.
IV.

CONCLUSION

detection and correction by using methods similar to trial and
error method of [7].
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Figure 7, Code rate diagram for two proposed work schemes as well as Two and Four-dimensional parity-check codes.
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